Preventing Wasteful and Inequitable Consultative Examinations in Social Security Disability Claims

A Position Paper
Overview

At the heart of a Social Security disability claim is the assessment of whether a claimant’s limitations prevent him or her from meeting the mental or physical demands of work. An individual seeking disability benefits from the Social Security Administration (SSA) first files an application at a local SSA office. SSA then refers the application to a state agency to assess the medical information. The state agency frequently sends the applicant for an examination by its own doctors, a consultative examination, who then offer medical opinions about the individual’s ability to function in a work setting. This medical opinion becomes part of what the state agency reviews to make a finding of disabled or not disabled on the application. SSA too easily relies on these purchased one-time examinations rather than use resources to obtain existing medical records or functional assessments from the applicant’s current treating doctors. SSA spends considerable dollars on this structure by funding the state agency work yet exercises very little oversight into its activities. And, SSA policy treats these one-time examinations as equally persuasive as treating provider reports. This lack of oversight results in wasteful practices and uneven quality in medical opinions, leading to improper denials that necessitate time-consuming appeals or cause people to give up their claims altogether.

I. Introduction to Disability Advocacy Programs

Urban Justice Center’s (UJC) Mental Health Project’s mission is to end the cycles of homelessness, hospitalization and incarceration experienced by New York City’s low-income persons with mental health concerns. New York Legal Assistance Group (NYLAG) works to combat economic, racial, and social injustice by advocating for people experiencing poverty or in crisis. Both UJC and NYLAG are funded by the New York State Disability Advocacy Program to provide high quality direct representation to individuals who have been denied disability benefits by the Social Security Administration and to work to improve the disability process. Community Legal Services of Philadelphia (CLS) provides free civil legal assistance to more than one million low-income Philadelphians. The SSI Unit at CLS provides direct representation to people applying for SSI benefits, as well as to people appealing denials before an administrative law judge and advocates for systemic reform. Together, these organizations have considerable experience with SSA’s adjudicative process and the barriers to efficient processing of disability claims.

II. Overview of the Social Security Administration’s Disability Process

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) benefits provide modest but vital income support to people with disabilities, many of whom are struggling just to make ends meet.

When people with disabilities apply for SSI or SSDI, extensive medical records are necessary to prove the severity of their symptoms. SSA contracts in each state with a state agency, typically called disability determination services (DDS), to perform the initial disability review and the review for the first level of administrative appeal for disability cases. An analyst in the state agency must request the necessary records from the claimant’s treating providers (including doctors and other medical and behavioral health providers). However, if the treating
providers do not respond in a very short period of time or if the request is not properly made, then the state agency sends the claimant to a consultative examination (CE) to solicit a medical opinion. SSA pays for these examinations, and each state has a contract with a medical agency or agencies to provide them. In some states, like New York and Pennsylvania, a private company, Industrial Medicine Associates (IMA), has an exclusive contract to perform CEs.

III. The Role of Consultative Examinations

Consultative examinations are helpful in some circumstances, but CEs should be used only as a last resort. CEs, by regulation, should be used only when SSA cannot obtain the information it needs from treating sources. CE examinations are not designed to be comprehensive: the evaluators are brand new to the patients, are typically not specialists in the impairments the person presents, and rarely have (or review) sufficient medical records to have context of the claimant’s medical history. Instead, CEs rely mostly on a questionnaire completed by the claimant and a brief in-person examination to render their findings. The examination is short: the new doctors spend less than 30 minutes per customer, including time to go over the questionnaire, do the examination, and write up notes for the assessment. Finally, SSA does not adequately supervise the CE program, causing the quality of these examinations and the examination reports to be inconsistent.

Unsurprisingly, the CEs often get the case wrong: they sometimes fail to document or ask about key impairments; they misdiagnose impairments due to limited information; they often fail to document or adequately appreciate functional limitations; and the final medical opinions over-estimate a person’s ability to work. Here are two examples:

In one case, a claimant reported to the examiner her abnormal findings on a recent echocardiogram and stress test that her treating provider performed to evaluate her shortness of breath. The claimant told the examiner the results showed her “valves were not functioning properly” and she had not been cleared to have bariatric surgery due to these findings. While the examiner listened to her heart with a stethoscope, he did not send her for any other cardiac tests. In his final assessment, the examiner failed to include any cardiac or pulmonary diagnoses, even though he noted that she “complains of shortness of breath which with etiology includes cardiac and pulmonary ailment” and her “cardiac risk factor is compounded by uncontrolled diabetes and hypercholesterolemia which each providers [sic] a number one risk factor for myocardial infarction.”

In another example, a psychiatric evaluator overlooked the claimant’s longstanding Schizophrenia. The evaluator diagnosed Bipolar Disorder, a diagnosis not identified by any treating source, and then assessed limitations based on an incorrect diagnosis.

In another case, the examiner failed to note in his opinion that the claimant shook during the five-minute interview, that the claimant could not complete a questionnaire on his own, that he was accompanied to the examination, that he could not name what day it was, could not recall which year it was, could not name the current President, could not perform simple math.
without using his fingers, and could not recall anything for the memory and concentration testing. As a result, the examiner’s opinion captured only moderate limitations.4

SSA regulations recognize that CEs are supposed to serve only as a backstop in cases where evidence is missing, usually because a claimant has been unable to seek treatment or the agency was unable to secure direct medical evidence from a treating provider.5 However, state agencies routinely seek CE assessments even where the claimant has treating providers who could supply medical records and opinions about functioning. Medical records from treating sources already record findings about examinations, rendering a new CE examination duplicative. State agencies over-refer to CEs because it is easier to assign a claimant to a CE than to secure the treating provider records. As a result, CEs are overused and SSA wastes millions of dollars on these cursory and often inadequate examinations. This problem, overreliance on CEs, blossomed into a crisis a few years ago when SSA passed new rules regarding how to treat evidence. In the past, SSA had a policy, coined the “treating physician rule,” that directed that treating provider evidence should be considered more persuasive than evidence from non-treating providers, like CEs. The prioritization of treating-source evidence was consistent with SSA’s guidance directing that CEs should be only used as a last resort. However, in 2017, SSA changed the rules to now allow adjudicators to consider the perfunctory CE examinations as equally persuasive evidence to treating doctors’ reports.6 Not only has this new rule created internal inconsistency, but it creates a system where people are subject to unfair denials because a single examination, often by a medical provider who does not specialize in the presenting problems, can dictate the outcome of a claim.

The consequences of these denials are severe. Claimants too frequently abandon their claims after denials—in fiscal year 2020, 721,603 claims were abandoned after the initial and reconsideration denials.7 Even if a claim is appealed, the wait may be well more than a year for a final decision to issue.8 A long waiting period for crucial benefits exacerbates hardships; a disproportionate number of claimants who appeal die awaiting a final decision compared to the death rate of the general population.9 And, frustratingly, we know that many new decisions issued by ALJs are based on a more extensive record than what SSA possessed earlier.10 This pattern flourishes because SSA rarely if ever oversees the state agency practices or evaluates if the practices comport with its own policies. By allowing state agencies to rely excessively on the CE opinions, SSA endorses a process that prevents countless individuals with disabilities from accessing vital income support.

IV. Poorly Designed Medical Records Development Procedures Increase the Likelihood for a CE

State agency adjudicators are directed to seek out CEs if they do not get sufficient treating provider evidence. The problem is the DDSs struggle to obtain complete medical records11 because medical development procedures are poorly designed to solicit treating provider evidence, and adjudicators are not provided sufficient time to receive it. As a result, state agencies fill in the gap with CEs in cases where comprehensive treating provider evidence is or could be available.
a. State agency medical records development procedures increase the likelihood for a CE.

SSA regulations and internal operating rules dictate how state agencies must collect evidence. These rules, however, are not well calculated to build up medical records for a claim. For example, the internal rules require the state agency to mail or fax requests for medical records to a claimant’s treating providers and, if no reply, to follow up after 10-20 days. This is not an adequate timeframe: Other federal laws provide 30 days for medical providers to respond to medical records requests. As a practical matter, most treating providers operate from large medical facilities with specialized departments that respond to requests for copies of records. A typical response to record requests by NYLAG and UJC in New York City is 40-60 days. CLS sees similar record response times in Philadelphia. Many facilities also subcontract with copier services which can lead to even more delays in the receipt of records as the request makes its way through various layers of processing. Here, SSA does not give treating providers sufficient time to send copies of records.

SSA requirements to follow up on records requests also in inadequate. SSA has tasked state agencies with making “every reasonable effort” to obtain records from treating sources. SSA states “every reasonable effort means that we will make an initial request for evidence from your medical source or entity that maintains your medical source’s evidence, and, at any time between 10 and 20 calendar days after the initial request, if the evidence has not been received, we will make one follow-up request to obtain the medical evidence necessary to make a determination. The medical source or entity that maintains your medical source’s evidence will have a minimum of 10 calendar days from the date of our follow-up request to reply, unless our experience with that source indicates that a longer period is advisable in a particular case.”

SSA has defined “every reasonable effort” here in a manner that is not reasonably calculated to result in actual receipt of treating source evidence. Advocates nationally report that it often takes 1-3 months to obtain records from health records departments, and advocate best practices include routine follow-up calls and faxes as required, often more than once. In our experience, it is not uncommon for a follow up contact to reveal that the records department did not receive the records request.

If SSA revised its rules to allow appropriate time for requested medical records to come in, then state agencies would be more likely to have treating provider materials to work from and not need to farm out medical development to CEs. We know that adequate time to secure records makes a difference to what is collected because, according to an Office of the Inspector General study in 2014, over 200,000 cases reviewed contained medical evidence at the later hearing level on appeal that the state agency staff could have obtained at the initial decision level but did not. Had SSA policies been well calculated to allow DDSs to get that treating-source evidence at the initial level, it is more likely DDS could have promptly made an accurate disability decision, saving claimants from years of hardship while wading through preventable appeals.
b. **State agencies fail to secure medical source statements from sources who know the claimant’s longitudinal medical history.**

SSA considers medical opinions to be a valued part of a medical record. Medical source statements (meaning, opinions from medical sources about someone’s ability to complete work tasks with their limitations) are crucial to disability cases because they ask medical professionals tailored questions to elicit opinions about whether someone’s disabilities would keep them from working, the key issue in these claims.

Despite the value of this opinion evidence, SSA almost never succeeds in its efforts to have treating doctors send in these valuable opinions. Two reasons for this failure stand out. First, state agencies differ widely in how they ask for an opinion. One state agency includes a checkbox on its medical records request asking if the treating doctor will perform a consultative examination, while another state sends the full medical statement form but to the records department and not directly to the doctor. Records departments will process the request for a copy of medical files, but they cannot “produce” a copy of an opinion that does not exist yet in the record. Further, the records department does not have a process to forward this request directly to the doctor. In other words, the treating doctor very rarely sees the request for a medical opinion.

Second, SSA’s internal rules do not specify that these medical opinions must be secured; rather, the internal rules speak to the need to get medical records generally. Further, SSA policy does not require that state agencies do any follow up to solicit these important medical opinions: on the contrary, SSA’s operations manual directs state agencies that “you are not required to follow up with a medical source solely to obtain a medical opinion.” SSA creates a gap in the medical records by failing to take appropriate measures to obtain an opinion from a treating source and then fills the gap with an unnecessary, albeit easier to obtain, CE assessment. It is unsurprising then that SSA, through state agencies, rarely secures valuable medical opinions from treating doctors and instead will rely on CEs to get this important information to adjudicate claims. This problem is well known to the agency. In New York, advocates asked the state agency to 1) send a request for a statement directly to the treating provider and not to the medical facility records department and 2) provide a copy of the request to the claimant so that the claimant can assist with reaching the doctor. The New York agency refused to take these steps. Advocates from other states also report that DDSs generally do not call a doctor’s office to request an opinion statement. Notably, advocates nationally report treating sources are generally willing and able to complete assessments. Advocates are concerned that SSA’s approach has as inequitable impact. Under-resourced disability claimants, who are less likely be represented, are far less likely to take steps to try to secure this valuable treating source evidence themselves than represented claimants.

c. **State agencies send approximately 34% of claimants to a CE (paid by SSA) to examine a claimant for the first time and then provide case determinative information about the claimant.**

State agencies fall back on the option to pay for CEs in an average of 34% of cases. This varies state to state, with the highest percent of cases in New York (51.9%), New Mexico (45.5%), and
Puerto Rico (66.1%). SSA does not track how many of these cases have records from treating providers added later, which would mean that the CE was unnecessary. Advocates nationally report that essentially all of their cases with a CE report also have treating provider records added at some point.

A 2014 OIG report evaluated the completeness of disability claims files and found many cases had medical evidence at the hearing level that did not appear in the file at the DDS level, even though it existed at the time. It costs SSA less money to approve a case at the state agency level than it does if the case must go to the hearing level. The report notes that “if 5 percent of the cases that were not fully developed at the state agency level did not need a hearing, SSA could save about $23 million.” That savings would be in addition to the savings of avoiding unnecessary CEs. In some areas, like New York, the state agency sends fully half of claimants to a CE, costing over $25 million a year in New York alone. The total cost for consultative examinations nationally in 2019 was $345,269,112.

V. SSA Inadequately Supervises CE Evidence Development

SSA engages in very limited oversight of CE examinations. SSA asks state agencies to report the number and type of complaints made (i.e. egregious versus non-egregious) and the number of on-site visits the state agency conducted at the CE providers. These reports are not detailed, and there are no guidelines for what an on-site visit entails. SSA offers a “Suggested Protocol for DDS Onsite Reviews of CE Providers.” This is simply a list of broad topics such as “cleanliness” of the facility, with no guideline to measure if a provider meets a satisfactory standard. This protocol is recommended, rather than mandatory. Therefore, even though New York and Pennsylvania accurately reported that they completed all necessary on-site visits in 2017, SSA has limited insight into the policies and practices of each consultative examination office.

Consumers are hard-pressed to find an avenue to make SSA aware of bad practices at exam sites. There is no public guidance about how and when concerned claimants should make a complaint, or about what is required when a state agency investigates a complaint. Each state creates its own procedure for following up with complaints and must report that procedure to SSA, but there is no guidance as to what is considered an adequate procedure. SSA suggests that DDSs "should consider surveying claimants‘ evaluation of CE providers on a routine basis" but this is not mandatory.

SSA also does not require CEs to produce uniform evaluations and assessments. There is no uniform format or required information for reports, and at least one provider does not include a medical opinion at all. CEs tend to rely on templated forms that are not tailored to the individual claimant’s conditions. SSA does little to monitor or audit quality control, and it fails to track the number of medical appointments handled per day or the time the provider spends on each case, leading to examinations that are even shorter than the already short mandatory exam period. In a 2021 roundtable hosted by the Social Security Advisory Board about evidence collection for applications, one participant noted that the shift to one centralized CE provider in a state tended to produce less detailed, more templated and highly repetitive reports and the time in each consultation has decreased to between 7 to 12
minutes. Another participant likened the single centralized provider to an assembly-line model. Similarly, a study of CE examinations for mental disorders noted they “generally consisted of nonstandardized diagnostic interviews and mental status exams, with little to no standardized psychological testing other than intelligence testing.”

a. IMA

IMA has contracts to perform Social Security Disability Examinations in 30 states. In New York and Pennsylvania, IMA is the sole agency contracted by the state to perform consultative examinations. In other states, many different providers are contracted to perform them. In NY, claimants were referred for consultative examinations in 51.7% of cases in 2019. In PA, CE referrals occurred in 35.8% of cases.

NYLAG analyzed 988 quality review surveys completed by claimants following IMA consultative examinations in 2017 and 2018. The reviews were collected by New York State’s Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance (OTDA), which oversees the state agency and its operations. Of the claimants that responded to the query about length of time spent with the doctor, only 139 of 988 appointments (14%) met or exceeded 60 minutes. In fact, almost half of the appointments (454 of 988 appointments) were estimated to be 20 minutes or less and, of those, 279 (28%) were estimated to be 15 minutes or less. OTDA’s requirements for consultative examinations require the shortest comprehensive examination to be 30 minutes with 20 minutes of actual time spent with a physician. Similarly, psychological examinations must be at least 60 minutes with a minimum of 45 minutes spent with the psychologist. These surveys indicate that basic requirements are not met in a significant number of cases. One anonymous consultative examiner says, “For mental status exams, bringing them in, sitting them down, going through the interview, getting out of the office and then dictating—that is a half hour.” This is well below the time required for psychological exams and calls into question the reliability of the information put into the report. These consistently truncated exams are especially disturbing because the CE report is often the determinative factor in whether a claimant is granted disability benefits.

Rushed exams conflict with SSA’s regulations that require “sufficient time . . . to permit the medical source to take a case history and perform the examination, including any needed tests. The following minimum scheduling intervals (i.e., time set aside for the individual, not the actual duration of the consultative examination) should be used. (1) Comprehensive general medical examination—at least 30 minutes; (2) Comprehensive musculoskeletal or neurological examination—at least 20 minutes; (3) Comprehensive psychiatric examination—at least 40 minutes; (4) Psychological examination—at least 60 minutes (Additional time may be required depending on types of psychological tests administered); and (5) All others—at least 30 minutes, or in accordance with accepted medical practices.”

Anecdotally, we have reports that IMA doctors and psychologists are pressured by internal reviewers from IMA to change their reports to reflect a higher level of functioning by reducing the severity of symptoms noted in initial drafts.
One anonymous consultative examiner says, “Sometimes they will say . . . based off of your report, we think this should be moderate. I was trying to ask, ‘How do you really mark these? Depending on what you see?’ He [said] that the Office of Disability [are] already sticklers to not give people disability for whatever reason—looking to just save money—[sic] basically, if they get a lot of reports from us that say marked or severe it diminishes the quality of our rankings. We reserve our markings for only the most severe. Sometimes we get back edits from the processing office, not that they disagree but they will circle it and say please confirm that this is accurate; and maybe [they] highlight a lesser column like mild and say, is this more appropriate?”

This practice of downplaying a person’s functional limitations appears to be the result of a desire to limit the number of evaluations that assess severe limitations, a marker likely to yield an approved claim.

VI. SSA Policy Changes Allow Perfunctory CE Reports Too Much Weight, Causing a Crisis in Disability Adjudications

It has become more important that the CE program be thoughtfully and carefully managed, because SSA changed its rules in 2017 to allow for CE opinions to take greater prominence in a claim. Prior to March 2017, a longstanding rule applied in any disability determination that almost uniformly resulted in greater weight assigned to an opinion by a treating provider than to other opinions such as a CE opinion. SSA rules gave priority to the treating physician’s opinion because he or she was most able to provide a detailed, longitudinal picture of the claimant’s medical conditions and “may bring a unique perspective to the medical evidence that cannot be obtained from the objective medical findings alone or from reports of individual examinations, such as consultative examinations or brief hospitalizations.”

The rule changed in March 2017 to eliminate this legal preference for a treating provider opinion, placing that kind of opinion as no more persuasive than that of a CE’s report after a single brief examination. In other words, the CE opinion now has a much larger role in the determination process than it did previously. Thus, a state agency can rely on a CE to deny a case even when there is a treating physician’s opinion or longitudinal medical evidence in the record that supports a finding of more significant limitations than those witnessed in the CE.

At the same time, overall management of the CE program and its practices remains lax. Where the CE program initially was meant to provide examiners as a last resort to assess claimants who did not have treating providers, it is now widely overused where claimants do have a treating provider. The overreliance on CEs was particularly prevalent during the pandemic—where SSA relied on CE reports to process claims when treating records were harder to secure. Many people are, therefore, denied disability benefits even in cases where the evidence supports a finding that they cannot work, which can take years and multiple appeals to correct if the people have not abandoned their claims.
VII. Opportunities for Change

1. Require meaningful efforts to secure medical records.

SSA must revise program rules to meet its own policy, by allowing state agencies enough time to receive requested information from a claimant’s treating medical sources, which are the preferred source of medical evidence. Treating-provider evidence always provides more detailed and comprehensive information than perfunctory CE examination reports.

In addition to changing the time frame for securing medical records, SSA must also revise its standard for follow up on records requests and redefine “every reasonable effort” to obtain records from treating sources.

Providing more time to receive treating provider evidence would be a win-win: more comprehensive medical information could be obtained, and taxpayer-funded fees for CE avoided. This would require a regulatory change from SSA that would then be implemented by the state agencies.

2. Require state agencies to develop more effective ways to seek evaluations from treating providers.

Sometimes claimants are referred to CEs because the analyst wants a specific assessment of the claimant’s ability to lift and carry, sit and stand, and to perform other work activities over the course of an 8-hour workday. Instead of paying for a CE to complete a form extrapolating the claimant’s abilities in those areas from a 20-minute exam, the state agency should be required to solicit the evaluation directly from the claimant’s treating provider in a manner likely to generate a response. A treating provider, who has been working with the claimant over many months or years, is better able to extrapolate the claimant’s ability to perform work activities.

Sending requests for evaluation forms to medical records departments is not well calculated to get treating providers to complete them. Evaluation forms need to be sent directly to the doctor’s office and to each claimant so that the claimant can assist in obtaining the evaluation form. Only if the treating provider refuses to complete an evaluation form should the claimant be referred to a CE.

Each DDS is responsible for structuring a quality assurance process, one that must monitor CE requests as well as contacts and follow up with treating sources.44

3. Increase outreach to treating providers.

SSA’s regulations indicate a preference for SSA to request the claimant’s treating provider perform a specialized examination for the disability claim, like a CE. Despite this, the state agencies do little in the way of outreach and training of treating providers to increase the number of treating providers performing CE exams for their patients. SSA should do pilot programs or fund initiatives to grow the connection between state agencies and medical providers. For example, SSA could also pilot a program to partner with larger medical providers so that salaried doctors on staff at larger facilities would be eligible to provide CE
exams and accept payment for them. Also, SSA could pilot a program to partner with rural or smaller town providers to make such examinations more accessible as centralized CE providers tend to offer a limited number of locations for examinations, which may require some claimants to travel for hours to the locations which may be expensive to them or challenging depending on their disabilities.

4. **Assess outlier state agencies.**

Some state agencies are relying on CEs at much higher rates than others. SSA should take steps to audit those agencies whose rate of referring claimants to CEs varies widely from the national average.

5. **Require uniform CE evaluation forms and require more persuasive findings.**

SSA should set minimum requirements for CE assessment forms and require forms more tailored to specific body systems and impairments. Doing so will help protect claimants from being subject to inconsistent evaluation reports across the country. Moreover, SSA should introduce requirements that CEs support or explain any findings they have with clinical observations.

6. **Tighten oversight.**

SSA should increase its oversight of state agencies’ use (and overuse) of CE reports by increasing supervision. SSA should published clear guidelines on how claimants can make a complaint and then require transparency about the kinds of complaints, the scope of audits, and any investigations and penalties. SSA should require quality reviews to look into these examinations, with an eye towards addressing bias based on race, gender, and ability. One participant at the Social Security Advisory Board roundtable noted that quality review processes do not provide feedback on the actual quality of the examinations nor on the necessity for each examination. A sensible change is to evaluate the quality review process and criteria for feedback. Currently, SSA merely requires each DDS to have a quality assurance process, but SSA does not require a uniform structure or scope for these reviews. A recent GAO study of SSA oversight of a related arm at state DDS offices identified deficiencies by SSA in oversight and training at DDS offices, and SSA’s efforts to address the concerns should include oversight of CE usage and reports. SSA assigns to its regional offices the task of serving as a resource for DDS offices, and the regional offices could set up complaint processes about DDS operations.

7. **Restore the Treating Physician Rule.**

SSA should restore the pre-March 2017 treating-physician rule which created a legal preference for treating source opinions over non-treating CE opinions. This preference is appropriate because treating provider evidence is almost always more comprehensive and thorough than perfunctory CEs. By restoring this legal preference, SSA policy would more appropriately relegate CE evidence to be evidence of last resort consistent with its other policy statements.
8. **Address the impact of structural inequality in SSA’s policies regarding when and how DDSs use CEs.**

SSA does not track race and ethnicity data, so it’s impossible to rule out an inequitable use of CEs across communities. SSA should analyze and report on the ways in which Black communities and non-Black communities of color are disproportionately impacted by racism in the systems that SSA relies upon for evidence, and audit the use of CEs through a race-equality lens. Meaningful oversight over and transparency within consultative examinations would enable SSA to more effectively address bias, particularly against claimants of color or LGBTQI claimants who disproportionately face bias and discrimination in healthcare systems.

**VIII. Conclusion**

SSA policy recognizes the limited value of CEs by directing that CE reports should only be requested if a state agency “cannot get the information we need from your medical sources” or there are inconsistencies in the record. Yet, non-treating CE reports are routinely ordered in cases where they are not necessary. This practice wastes SSA resources and harms claimants. The harm increased after SSA changed its policy to allow adjudicators to weigh perfunctory opinions by non-treating CEs, often with medical specialties poorly matched to the claimants’ presenting problems, as equal to or even more persuasive than evidence from the claimants’ treating doctors. Although SSA does not track race data, SSA’s CE policies may perpetuate racial inequity in SSA’s disability process.

SSA must revise program rules to require state agencies have enough time to acquire requested information, either underlying medical records or a medical opinion, from a claimant’s treating medical providers, which are the preferred source of medical evidence. The slight delay in decision-making caused by changing the process will be well worth it to secure the relevant evidence at the earliest possible step. Fully half of SSA hearing judges recently surveyed cited poor development at the DDS level as a hurdle to meeting internal productivity goals. Treating-provider evidence always provides more detailed and comprehensive evidence than perfunctory CE reports. More effective rules for evidence collection would yield the preferred evidence more often and far sooner in the process, reducing the need to pay for CEs and for higher level appeals.

SSA’s change in the weight assigned to treating providers does not mean the agency no longer has responsibility to obtain treating provider opinions, nor should SSA’s inattention to the CE program allow it to become the easy substitute for gaining outcome determinative medical opinions. Moreover, SSA could obtain considerable cost savings by reducing the number of CEs ordered and by reducing the number of ALJ hearings held.

At the same time, SSA needs to increase oversight of these programs and revise quality review to monitor if CEs are ordered appropriately, meet minimum time requirements, and if CE evaluation reports are appropriately tailored to individual conditions.

In addition to improving oversight to obtain CEs that accurately reflect the functioning of disabled claimants, SSA must also revise its regulations and return to its longstanding treating
physician rule. Any concerns SSA has about the length of treatment necessary to give a provider the label of “treating physician” can be addressed in the new regulations.
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